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ABSTRACT : Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is a powerful tool that enables us to extract valuable 

insights from text data. By analyzing the opinions, emotions, and attitudes expressed in written language, we can better 

understand people's perspectives and make informed decisions.To perform sentiment analysis, we first need to 

preprocess the text by removing unwanted information and normalizing the words. This helps to ensure that our 

analysis is based on relevant features and attributes.Next, we need to identify the features or attributes that are most 

relevant to the sentiment analysis. This can be done using various techniques, such as bag of words, n-grams, or word 

embeddings. By extracting these features, we can build a model that can accurately classify the sentiment of the text as 

positive, negative, or neutral.To achieve this, we can use a variety of machine learning algorithms, such as Naive 

Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM), or neural networks. These algorithms are trained on a labeled dataset of text 

data with known sentiments, which enables them to learn how to accurately classify new text.Finally, we evaluate the 

performance of our model using various metrics, such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. By doing so, we can 

ensure that our model is accurate and reliable, and can be used to make informed decisions based on the sentiment of 

the text.Overall, sentiment analysis is a powerful tool that can help us gain valuable insights from text data and make 

more informed decisions based on people's opinions, emotions, and attitudes. 

 

KEYWORDS: Bag of words, n-grams, or word embeddings ,Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM), or neural 

networks.  

I.INTRODUCTION 

Sentiment analysis is a cutting-edge application of natural language processing that is revolutionizing the way we 

understand and interact with textual data. With the explosion of social media and other online platforms, there is an 

enormous amount of data being generated every day that contains valuable insights into people's attitudes, opinions, 

and emotions. Sentiment analysis provides a way to extract this information and use it to gain a deeper understanding 

of the world around us.The process of sentiment analysis involves several stages, including data collection, text 

preprocessing, feature extraction, and machine learning modeling. Each of these stages requires careful consideration 

and attention to detail, as even small errors or oversights can lead to inaccurate results. One of the biggest challenges in 

sentiment analysis is dealing with the complex and nuanced nature of human language, which can often be ambiguous, 

contradictory, or difficult to interpret .Despite these challenges, sentiment analysis has a wide range of applications in 

many different fields. For example, it can be used to track public opinion on political issues, monitor brand reputation, 

or identify potential customer service issues before they escalate. It can also be used to identify trends and patterns in 

large datasets, providing valuable insights that can inform business strategy and decision-making.As technology 

continues to evolve, sentiment analysis is becoming increasingly sophisticated and accurate, with new tools and 

techniques being developed all the time. This is opening up new possibilities for its use, and there is no doubt that 

sentiment analysis will continue to play a crucial role in the future of natural language processing and data analysis. 

 

II . RELATED WORK 
 

In[4]."Opinion mining and sentiment analysis" is a seminal paper published in 2008 by Bing Liu and Lillian Lee, in 

which they provide a comprehensive survey of the field of sentiment analysis. The paper covers the history of 

sentiment analysis, its challenges and limitations, the techniques and algorithms used in sentiment analysis, and its 

applications in various fields, such as marketing, politics, and customer service. It is considered a foundational work in 

the field of sentiment analysis and has been widely cited in subsequent research. The accuracy of the existing system is 

about 70% . 

http://www.ijirset.com/
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In [7]."A Deep Learning Approach to Sentiment Analysis in Twitter" by Tasnim Mohiuddin and Md. Ashraful Islam 

(2019) - This paper proposes a deep learning approach for sentiment analysis on Twitter data using Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) has an an accuracy of 89.9% on the SemEval-2017 

Task 4 dataset, which is a benchmark dataset for sentiment analysis on Twitter. They also report a comparative analysis 

with other state-of-the-art approaches, showing that their proposed approach outperforms them in terms of accuracy.. 

We have provided a solution with more accuracy than the existing system does not have a faster way of getting insight 

from customer data .The ability to act on customer suggestions.The accuracy and insightful of customer perceptions 

and feedback is low . The work in this paper is divided into two stages. 1) Tokenization   2)Sentence Splitter 3) 

SentiWord Interpretation. Based on the sentiment analysis technique used, the text is classified into a positive, 

negative, or neutral sentiment. Some techniques may also assign a sentiment score to each text, indicating the intensity 

of the sentiment. Visualization tools such as word clouds, sentiment histograms, and sentiment heat maps can be used 

to present the results in an easily interpretable format . 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

There are 5 steps to analyze sentiment data and here’s the graphical representation of the methodology to do the same. 

 
Fig 1. Methodology for sentiment analysis 

Data Collection :Data collection is the process of gathering relevant information or data from various sources in order 

to use it for analysis and decision-making. Data collection is a crucial step in the data science process as the quality 

and quantity of data collected can greatly impact the accuracy and reliability of the analysis results.Consumers express 

opinions on various platforms using different languages and slang, making the data overwhelming for businesses. 

Advanced technologies like natural language processing and sentiment analysis can help businesses understand and 

improve their offerings. 

Text Preparation :Text preparation for sentiment analysis involves cleaning, tokenization, POS tagging, 

stemming/lemmatization, sentiment labeling, and feature extraction. The goal is to transform unstructured textual data 

into a structured format for analysis using machine learning techniques. Quality text preparation is crucial for accurate 

sentiment analysis results.Itis nothing but filtering the extracted data before analysis.  It includes identifying and 

eliminating non-textual content and content that is irrelevant to the area of study from the data. 

Sentiment Detection :Sentiment detection is a vital component of sentiment analysis that involves identifying the 

overall sentiment expressed in text. This is accomplished using machine learning algorithms, such as Naive Bayes or 

Deep Learning models, that are trained on labeled datasets to predict the sentiment of new, unlabeled text. To perform 

sentiment detection, text must be preprocessed, including text cleaning, tokenization, and sentiment labeling. Overall, 

sentiment detection is essential for understanding the sentiment of textual data and can provide valuable insights for 

businesses and organizations.At this stage, each sentence of the review and opinion is examined for subjectivity. 

Sentiment analysis distinguishes subjective expressions from objective ones and applies computational techniques like 

Unigrams, lemmas, and negation to analyze sentiment at different levels. 

Sentiment Classification :Sentiment classification is a crucial aspect of sentiment analysis that involves categorizing 

text as positive, negative, or neutral. This is achieved through machine learning algorithms like Naive Bayes or Deep 

Learning models, using preprocessed text with features extracted using techniques like bag-of-words or TF-IDF 

vectorization. Sentiment classification provides valuable insights into customer opinions and brand 

perception.Sentiments can be broadly classified into two groups, positive and negative. At this stage of sentiment 

analysis methodology, each subjective sentence detected is classified into groups-positive, negative, good, bad, like, 

dislike. 

http://www.ijirset.com/
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Presentation of Output  :The main idea of sentiment analysis is to convert unstructured text into meaningful 

information. After the completion of analysis, the text results are displayed on graphs like pie chart, bar chart and line 

graphs. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Fig 2.1 . Sentiment by Audience   Fig 2.2 . Sentiment Intensity 

Example :  

User's Opinions:  

Sameer: It's a great movie (Positive statement)  

Neha: Nah!! I didn't like it at all (Negative statement) 

Mayur: The new iOS7 is awesome..!!!(Positive statement) 

GETTING THE PREDICTIONS : 

RESULTS : 

 

Fig 3.Sentiment Distribution 

 

Fig 4. Sentiment Over Time 
 
 

http://www.ijirset.com/
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Top emojis for Positive : 

 ['🤣', '🥰', '🥺', '🤦', '🤔', '🤩', '🥳', '™', '🤯', '🤷', '🦁', '‼', '🤖', '🥴', '🤤', '🥵', '🤸', '🤞', '🦊', '🤟'] 

Top emojis for Neutral : 

 ['🤣', '🤔', '🤦', '🥺', '™', '🤷', '©', '🤩', '🥰', '‼', '🤯', '🥳', '🤠', '🤡', '🤨', '🤬', '🧨', '🧐', '🥴', '🥈'] 

Top emojis for Irrelevant : 

 ['🤣', '🥺', '🥰', '🤦', '🤷', '🤔', '🥳', '🤗', '🥴', '🤪', '🧘', '🤧', '🦋', '🤓', '🤬', '🤢', '‼', '🤡', '🥄', '🤞'] 

Top emojis for Negative : 

 ['🤦', '🤣', '🥺', '🤬', '🥴', '🤷', '🤔', '™', '🧢', '🤡', '🤢', '🤩', '🤑', '‼', '🤪', '©', '🥰', '🤨', '🤓', '🤟'] 

 

 

                      Fig 5.1 .Positive word cloud     Fig 5.2 .Neutral word cloud  

 

                      Fig 5.3 .Irrelevant word cloud    Fig 5.4 .Negative word cloud  

 

 
Fig 6 . Comparison of Sentiment 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

On concluding , sentiment analysis is a valuable technique for understanding the opinions and emotions expressed in 

text data. It can be used in a variety of applications, including social media monitoring, market research, customer 

feedback analysis, and more. However, it is important to note that sentiment analysis is not a perfect tool and has its 

limitations. It relies heavily on the quality of the data and the accuracy of the algorithms used. It also struggles with 

sarcasm, irony, and other forms of figurative language that can be difficult to interpret . Overall, sentiment analysis can 

provide valuable insights when used appropriately and with careful consideration of its limitations. Sentiment analysis 

has Strong commercial interest because Companies want to know how their products are being reviewed by customers 

http://www.ijirset.com/
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and also Prospective of consumers want to know what existing users think.  We have seen that Sentiment Analysis can 

be used for analyzing opinions in blogs, articles, Product reviews, Social Media websites, Movie-review websites and 

Chatbot chats  where a third person narrates his views . Our analysis revealed that the majority of tweets were positive 

in sentiment, with users expressing satisfaction and enthusiasm towards the entity or topic. However, a notable 

proportion of tweets were negative, with users expressing frustration, disappointment, or criticism.By examining the 

most frequently used words and phrases in the tweets, we were able to identify key topics and themes that were 

associated with positive and negative sentiment. This information can be used to improve the entity or topic in 

question and address areas of concern.Overall, our sentiment analysis provides valuable insights into the attitudes and 

opinions of Twitter users towards a particular entity or topic. The information gathered can be used to inform decision-

making and strategy development, and to improve the entity or topic in question.We have also studied NLP and 

Machine Learning approaches for Sentiment Analysis and we have analysed that it  is easy to implement Sentiment 

Analysis via Senti WordNet approach than via Classier approach. 
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